Provost’s Arts & Lecture Series

Wednesday, February 19, 2020  *  12:00 - 2:00pm

Seven Hills Conference Center
*Lunch will be served*

*Maria del Rosario Zavala*
Elementary Education
*A Latina Researcher's Journey into Mathematics Education for Liberation*

*Kimberly Seashore*
Mathematics
*Approaches to Equity and Justice in and through Mathematics Education*

*Minu Kumar*
Marketing
*Stories of eating the humble pie in product design and development research: Why epic failures are an absolute necessity?*

*Carolina De Robertis*
Creative Writing
*This Too is Resistance: Research and Imagination in a Novel of Queer Uruguay*

*Melissa Seelye*
Scholarly Communication Librarian
*Social Justice and Scholarly Publishing: Aligning our Practices with our Values*

*Emma Vaznaugh-Sanchez*
Health Education
*State and Federal School Nutrition Policies: Can they help curb the Child Obesity Epidemic?*

*Yessica Garcia Hernandez*
Latina/Latino Studies
*The Erotics of Fandom: Jenni Rivera, Fans and Sonic Pedagogies of Deviance*